Purple Dragon Legen Fishing Game Machine/2017 Best Purple Thunder
Dragon 2 Fishing Game
Purple Dragon Legen ,Also Named Purple Thunder Dragon 2 Plus Fishing
Game Machine. It is the end of 2016 Newest Fishing Game Machine,Max Hold
Up profits can be 35%. Can Use Android Mobile APP to Control the Machine.
100% Taiwan Original program.Original From HomingGame

The Features is as follows:
1.Purple Dragon Legen is Thunder Dragon Fishing Game Plus Version.
2.Two Dragon will Appear in the Game-Golden Dragon and Purple Dragon
3.Luxury background game sight.
4.Different Vivid Big boss will appear.like:
Giant Crocodile
Fire Turtle
Giant Octopus will pop up in the deep sea
5.Double Jumping 3D jumping whale will Jump on the Screen
6. Different Weapon
kill the golden Dragon will get the "Gun and Rose" weapon
kill the Drill crab will get the "Drill" weapon.

kill the sea turtle will get "30 seconds free game", press the shoot button one
side can kill the fish to get the credits,another side will take the credits from the
system bonus.
"Chase Star and Search Moon " Weapon can kill the fish very easily.
"Thunder Hammer" weapon will kill all the area fish.
Kill the big boss"Purple Dragon" will get the special effect,4 purple dragon swirl
around fast and meet in the middle. can get the chance win multiple
credits .from
Χ1- Χ5.
7.Super Bomb Crab – catching a Super Bomb Crab will trigger the chained
bomb attack in a wide explosion, affecting all fish on the playfield at the time,
making them much easier to catch.
-Laser Crab – players who catch the Laser Crab will be rewarded with a
special Laser Beam weapon for a limited time only – it’s a one shot weapon
though, so use it wisely!
-Vortex Fish – catching one of the following fish will trigger the Vortex effect
and suck all the other fish of it's kind on the playfield into a whirl pool: Flying
Fish, Lionfish, Lantern Fish, Clown Fish, Spearfish, Butterfly Fish, Flatfish,
Fugu, Lobster, Octopus, Sea Turtle, and Saw Shark.
-Lightning Chain – catching one of the following fish will trigger the lightning
chain effect and start catching other fish automatically until it runs out: Clown
Fish, Flying Fish, Butterfly Fish, Lionfish, Fugu, Flatfish, Spearfish, Lobster,
and Octopus. Players receive the value of all fish caught.
Purple Thunder Dragon 2 Plus: Ocean Monster Plus Arcade Machine is the
next video redemption arcade game in the Ocean King series and builds on
the elements that have made the series so popular. This machine, like its
predecessors, is a high earning machine in a variety of locations, and is fun for
players of all skill levels!
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